I. Introduction
Inferring the three-dimensional shape of objects from single, static images remains a central problem in computer vision. Research topics in this area are often formulated as "shape-from-X" problems, where X might be, for instance, shading, texture, or reflectance. Most shape-from-X techniques assume prior knowledge of the material properties of surfaces present in the scene. A shapefrom-shading algorithm, for example, assumes that image intensity changes are due purely to changes in surface geometry. Unfortunately, such assumptions do not hold in the general case, where material properties are unknown and image intensity changes may be due to material changes in addition to surface geometry.
The human visual system is adept at reliably inferring shape for a wide variety of material types, and it is generally assumed that both shape and material properties must be estimated concurrently. However, there is not yet physiological evidence for this process in early vision. We propose a neurobiologically-plausible way to approximate the inverse map that separates material color changes from shading variations in a reliable way, making use of the observation that a change in color accompanied by a change in luminance is likely due to changing material properties, while changes in luminance independent of color are likely due to shading effects. We develop a simple model of orientation-selective doubleopponent color cells, known to be present in early visual areas, and show that this model signals directions of constant hue in a luminance independent manner. Double-opponent cells may thus, in conjunction with cells selective for isophote or constant brightness directions, serve to identify regions where luminance changes are due to material changes and not surface geometry: When iso-hue and isophote directions agree, luminance changes are due to material changes, while when they disagree, luminance changes indicate a shading effect.
II. Illusions
There is psychophysical evidence to suggest that color information affects shape perception. To demonstrate what he calls the color-shading effect, Fred Kingdom shows that the combination of flat color and luminance gratings can create the appearance of depth (Kingdom) . We generalize this effect to the reverse problem and through coloration of three-dimensional objects dramatically reduce the perception of depth.
To do so, we rendered a number of Lambertian surfaces and colored them in a way that left the luminance information in the images unchanged. If shape-fromshading were not color-mediated, then these changes could not have affected the shape percept. We tested three cases: uncolored objects, randomly colored objects (inconsistent), and objects whose color information matched the shading information (consistent). The correlated images were created by indexing into an equiluminant color map using the shape's luminance information, and then pointwise multiplying the result by the original image of the shaded surface, so that the color changed in the same places as the luminance. Examples of the three cases are shown below.
The three experimental conditions.
The appearance of reduced depth in the correlated case was confirmed psychophysically. Before the experiment participants took a brief test to ensure normal color vision and performed a calibration exercise on a CRT monitor to guarantee that the colors displayed were equiluminant. They were then shown a series of training images of textured objects similar to those used in the remainder of the study. Participants were closely observed during this training session as they selected which of a pair of dots on the image was at the point on the surface that appeared closer. Once understanding of this task had been demonstrated, participants were asked to perform the same task on fourteen point pairs repeated four times each on each of four shapes for all of the three cases. Images were rotated to prevent participants from learning the shapes and were jittered slightly in location on the screen to mitigate fatigue. The study included nine participants who were not informed of the experiment's purpose until after they had completed it. The results of this trial, shown below, clearly indicate that through color alone the shape inference process can be dramatically disturbed.
Psychophysical trials demonstrate a dramatic reduction in ability
to perceive shape when color and brightness are correlated. N = 9.
III.Biology
To explain this effect we begin with an examination of luminance and color processing in the primate brain. Luminance responses are organized into hypercolumns in V1, in which there is a column of orientationally-selective cells tuned to different angles at every location, as shown below. From the discrete orientation responses at each point, image curves can be informed (Parent) .
Hypercolumn with spatial (left) and angular (right) sensitivity.
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Color is represented in several different ways in different parts of the visual system. Retinal coordinates, expressed in long, medium, and short wavelengths, correspond roughly to red, green, and blue, but by the time information reaches cortex is has been transformed into what are called opponency coordinates.
Instead of accessing raw photon counts for each color channel, the visual centers of the brain process the following information: long -medium, medium -long, (long + medium) -short, and short -(long + medium), which correspond to the differences between red and green and between blue and yellow channels (Shapley) . Unoriented cells sensitive to these quantities are called single opponent, but there are also double opponent cells, which are select for stimuli like those pictured below. These cells, which measure relative changes in color composition, have, like hypercolumn cells, been shown to be sensitive to orientation (Johnson) . It has long been thought that these cells perform color edge detection, but we propose that they serve a much more central role in early vision by providing hypotheses on whether image intensity changes are due to shape or material properties.
Receptive fields of single-opponent (above) and double-opponent (below) red-green cells, figures from Johnson 2008
IV. Flows
A flow is a two-dimensional orientation field. These mathematical objects can be manipulated to great effect, and flow-based techniques for computational shapefrom-shading (Kunsberg), shape-from-texture (Fleming, 2011) , and shape-fromreflectance (Fleming, 2004) have all proven successful. Shape-from-shading specifically has been solved to a one-parameter ambiguity family using flowbased techniques, suggesting that using a color-mediated luminance flow could explain the shape effects in question. Flows representing hue at each location with a corresponding angle on the color wheel have been used to perform effective denoising of color images (Ben-Shahar) but have not been applied to shape.
The flow model is securely anchored in neurobiology: we can see that by taking the maximal response along each luminance column, hypercolumns in V1 can be seen as representing images as luminance flows.
V. Model
We propose that color mediation of shape from shading occurs through the interaction of color and luminance flows which produces in the brain a hypothesis for material-independent shading flow. Specifically, we model the flows resulting from responses of Johnson's proposed double-opponent color-sensitive cells and demonstrate that they have several characteristics that make them likely candidates for color mediation. These three characteristics are:
1. Double-opponent color flows are luminance independent.
Many measurements of color, like retinal photon counts or single opponency measurements, respond more strongly when luminance, and therefore the presence of all colors, is higher. Luminance independence is important because in order to study the interaction between color and shading flows we need a way to reliably decorrelate the information they contain.
We demonstrate that double-opponent filters have this properties by rotating a luminance gradient overlaid on an equiluminant red-togreen gradient and show that the orientation of maximal response does not change. We further show that this not only holds for the maximal response but that the response at every orientation is unaffected by luminance information. The red-green responses are shown, yellow-blue response is essentially identical.
Orientation of maximal double-opponent response as a function of luminance grating orientation. Shows that red-green double-opponent cells signal maximal orientation of color information independent of luminance.
Responses for all orientations as a function of luminance orientation, red signals strong response. We see that all double-opponent responses are luminance-independent.
2. Locally, double-opponent flow indicates curves of constant hue. This property is key because it establishes that double-opponent flows are the analogue to the shading flow, which locally indicates curves of constant brightness. This indicates their suitability for resolving color-shading ambiguities like the illusions presented previously.
We demonstrate this property by rotating a color gradient and measuring the strength of response to a horizontal filter. We see that the filter responds most strongly when it is aligned with a line of constant hue and falls off as alignment is lost. Again the redgreen curve is shown since it is representative of both red-green and yellow-blue response.
Orientation tuning of red-green double-opponent filter, shows response strength (normalized) as a function of color gradient orientation.
3. Global color flow predicts shape perception. This is the property that motivated the search for a notion of color flow.
This suggests that double opponency explains the color-shading illusions and that is likely to play a key role in the brain in distinguishing between shape and material properties.
We find that when the luminance and double-opponent flows differ spatially or orientationally participants are able to perceive depth and when they align shape perception is dramatically reduced. We demonstrate this 
VI. Conclusion
Flow-based shape from shading techniques have been remarkably successful but rely on the assumption that all changes in image brightness should be interpreted as shape cues. However, we have developed and confirmed an optical illusion that generalizes the color-shading effect by making rendered objects appear significantly flatter through surface coloration alone. This clearly shows that the primate brain does not perform purely nonchromatic shape perception, and we have presented double opponent flows as a probable neural mechanism to mediate that process.
These flows, since they are independent of luminance and signal curves of constant hue, are decorrelated with and analogous to luminance flows. We find that the interaction between these flows reliably predicts shape perception: when luminance and double opponent flows differ, shape is reliably perceived, and when they do not, shape perception is dramatically reduced.
Neurologically this suggests that double-opponent color-sensitive cells, rather than signaling color edges or textures, may play a central role in separating shape and material cues in early vision. It is interesting to note that these properties hold for both red-green and yellow-blue double-opponent filters, even on a red-togreen gradient. As a result both classes of double-opponent filter produce the same flows, which may explain why many kinds of color-blindness do not hinder shape perception.
